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ABSTRACT 
Tense has been viewed as a relational concept, which determines the time of an action, 
event or situation at the time of speech. This grammatical category relates the time of 
the situations, actions, events and state of affairs to some other time – usually the moment 
of speaking. That is, tense relates time to utterances. Ibibio possesses time to show past, 
present and future in relation to the moment of speaking. It also grammaticalizes this 
category by formally distinguishing them to show the various times of events using 
markers. This paper assesses the past tense and its various markers in the language. 

 
INTRODUCTION 
Tense refers primarily to the way the grammar of a language marks the time at which the action or situation 
denoted by the verb took place. It is “the grammatical expression of the time of an action or situation described 
in a proposition, relative to some other time usually the moment of speaking. It is traditionally classified into 
present, past, future (cf. Crystal 1991:348, 1992:342). He holds the fact that tense forms in languages are 
strictly defined as variations in the morphological form of the verb. 
Bybee (1992:144) describes tense as the grammatical expression of the time of the situation described in the 
proposition, relative to some other time. This other time may be the moment of speech. For instance, the past, 
present and future designate time, which is relevant to the moment of speech. 
In tracing the origin of the concept of tense, Lyons (1968:304) states that the term is derived from the Latin 
translation of the Greek word for ‘time’ (Greek Khronos, Latin tempus). He maintains that in so far as tenses 
are expressed by systematic grammatical contrasts, they have to do with time-relations. Traditional 
grammarians in the analysis of both Greek and Latin recognized three of such contrasts as past, present and 
future. Tense according to him “relates the time of action, event or state of affairs referred to in the sentence 
to (the time of utterance being ‘now’)” (cf. Lyons 1968:305). 
Quirk and Greenbaum (1973:37) while describing tense wrote that “time is a universal, non-linguistic concept 
with three divisions: past, present, and future; by tense we understand the correspondence between the form 
of the verb and our concept of time”. 
Stockwell (1977:39) views tense cognitively as a discourse modifier in the sense that it specifies the temporal 
relation that holds between the speaker and the event that he is relating not just in that one sentence but in the 
whole discourse of which it is a part. 
In languages such as Ibibio, which grammaticalizes time, thus tense, such tenses are based on the moment of 
speaking or tense locus, which represent as the fundamental reference point. Different tenses have been 
identified in languages which grammaticalizes time depending on their opposition. Some have bipartite system 
while some have tripartite opposition. In languages with tripartite tense opposition, the three identified tenses 
can be viewed differently in relation to the moment of speaking. If the moment of speaking therefore is taken 
as the fundamental reference or deictic point, then an action, event or situation may be located in three different 
ways: if the time of action is located before the moment of speaking then the tense is in the past, if the time of 
action overlaps with the moment of speaking, that is, it occurs simultaneously with the moment of speaking, 
then the tense is in the present, if however the time of action is located after the moment of speaking, then the 
tense is in the future. This proposition can be reduced to a graphic representation as shown in the table below. 
 

TABLE 1:  Classification of tense oppositions 
Prior to the MS/TL  Simultaneous with MS/TL Subsequent to the MS/TL 
     PAST      PRESENT       FUTURE 
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Givón (1993:148) in his proposition distinguishes four different tense oppositions in English language to 
include the following: 
(a)  Past – An event (or state) whose event-time precedes the time of speech. 
(b)  Future – An event (or state) whose event-time follows the time of speech. 
(c)  Present – An event (or state) whose event-time is right at the time of speech. 
(d)  Habitual – An event (or state) that either occurs always, or is timeless, or whose event-time is left 

unspecified. 
However, Bussmann (1996:478) identifies five types of tenses in English viz: two absolute (past and present), 
three relative (past perfect, future prefect and present perfect). 
(a) Past – This expresses the temporal relationship of event or affairs before the speech act. 
(b)  Present – Expresses simultaneity of event or state of affairs with the speech act. 
(c)  Past Perfect – Relates the event or state of affairs before a temporal reference point before the speech act. 
(d) Future Prefect – Locates the event or state of affairs before a temporal reference point after the speech act. 
(e)  Present Prefect – Locates the event or state of affairs before a temporal reference point simultaneous with 

the speech act. 
Since as acknowledged by Bussmann, “tense systems are language-specific”, the five types of tenses may be 
applicable to English and not strictly to other languages nay Ibibio as the last three types mentioned above, 
that is, the relative tenses — past perfect, future perfect and present perfect are not found in Ibibio. 
From the standpoint of English morphology however, tense can be divided into two, that is, past and non-past. 
However, from the viewpoint of time reference, three types of tense are recognized – past, present and future. 
The first three distinctions of tense, that is, past, future and present are relevant to the Ibibio language from 
which we extract only one – the past tense for discussion in this paper. However, the fourth distinction, habitual 
is more of an aspectual distinction than of tense at least in Ibibio. The inclusion of habitual as a tense distinction 
instead of aspect by Givón is not far from the fact that both tense and aspect involve a distinction of form in a 
verb to express the distinctions of time or duration of the action or state denoted. 
Like Bussmann (1996), Trask (1993:3,238) identifies both absolute and relative tenses. Absolute tense 
according to him is “a tense form which takes the present moment as its point of reference, such as the simple 
past, present and future tense found in many languages” while elative tense on the other hand is “a tense form 
whose temporal point of reference is determined by its syntactic relation to another tense form”. 
Like Stockwell (1977:39), Comrie (1985:2) describes the three tense distinctions and states that: 

… a situation described in the present tense is located temporally as simultaneous 
with the moment of speaking; one described in the past as located prior to the 
moment of speaking; one described in the future as located subsequent to the 
moment of speaking. 

Summing up, Stockwell (1977:39) states that although the fundamental reference point of all tense systems 
are based on the moment of speaking, the degree to which the notions of priority, subsequence and simultaneity 
may be worked out in the tense systems of particular languages varies enormously. 
Tense, which is one of the categories of the auxiliary or INFL have been variously treated by different writers 
using both the Transformational Generative Grammar (TGG) and Government – Binding (GB) theories. Tense 
relates the organization of the clause to the non-linguistic concept of time (cf. Afolayan 1977:199). 
The three-way opposition of tense (past, present and future) as put forward by traditional grammarians has 
often been assumed to be a universal feature of language. But this is erroneous as Lyons (1968:304) points out 
“tense itself is not found in all languages”. 
True as it may be that not all languages seem to possess the grammatical category of tense, Ibibio fortunately 
happens to be one of those languages, which expresses systematic grammatical contrasts in time-relations. 
According to Essien (1990:78) 

Tense is a grammatical category that grammaticalizes time reference by making 
use of indicators or operators (other than adverbs of time), which mark the 
relationship between the time of a situation and the time an utterance is made 
concerning the situation. The later situation is usually the present moment.    

Discussing the tense system of Ibibio, Essien (1983, 1990 and 1991) consistently states that it corresponds to 
the classical tripartite system of past, present and future tenses. He distinguishes between the different tenses 
and indicates their markers adding that the tense markers or allomorphs are syntactically determined by certain 
grammatical categories in the sentence. Generally, Essien (1983, 1990 and 1991) identifies two past tense 
markers in Ibibio as màá- and ké. 
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The Past tense in Ibibio 
The past generally explains or situates an action, event or state of affairs that have just gone or elapsed or have 
existed/taken place before the moment of speaking.  The past tense is a verb tense that expresses a situation in 
or as if in the past.  It describes or locates an action, event or state of affairs prior to the moment of speaking.  
The moment of speaking is always and the NOW while the action, event or state of affairs referred to in the 
speech took place before NOW. The past tense, which relates to or constitutes a verb tense that is expressive 
of elapsed time, is marked in Ibibio by the use of morphological markers. Past tense markers in Ibibio manifest 
in three different forms and these different manifestations of past tense markers in the language are discussed 
in sections 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3 below.   Past tense in Ibibio considers the opposition between proximate and non-
proximate.  The proximate past tense places the time of an action or situation close to or near the tense locus 
(TL) or moment of speaking (MS). The non–proximate past tense, on the other hand, places the time of the 
action or situation as being distant from the TL or MS. 

 
The Past Tense Marker màá– 
This is a non–proximate past tense marker. It situates the action or state of affairs further away from the 
moment of speech.  This past tense marker earlier represented as mă– in Essien (1983) was later modified to 
màá- in Essien (1990) and Essien  (1991). It is this modified version of the non-proximate past tense marker 
that is adopted for use in this dissertation.  Essien (1990:80) states that this past tense marker is reduced in 
length when used with plural verbs thus making a difference between 1 and 2 below;  
 (1) Ítòró á – màá – kă ùdùà 
 Subj AGR – Tns – V Obj  

Ítòró AGR – Tns – kă ùdùà  
‘Ítòró went to the market’ 

 
 (2) Ítòró yè Ùmó é – màé – kă ùdùà 

N Conj N AGR – Tns – V Obj 
Ítòró yè Ùmó AGR – Tns – kă ùdùà 
‘Ítòró and Umo went the market’ 

However, when there is such an instance of reduction in the vowel of the non-proximate past tense marker, 
the AGR marker is repeated to account for the loss of the vowel of the past tense marker. And since the plural 
for both second and third persons are always marked by /e/, then whenever such a loss of one of the vowels 
of the non-proximate past tense marker is to be realized in plural situation, the plural AGR morpheme is used. 
A cursory look at the examples in 1 and 2 points to mă– as the past tense marker. This is evidenced in Essien’s 
(1983) analysis. Let us consider the two examples again as 3 and 4 below. 

 
(3) Ítòró á – mă – á – kă ùdùà 

Subj AGR – Tns – AGR – V Obj  
Ítòró AGR – Tns – AGR – kă ùdùà 
‘Ítòró went to the market’. 

 
(4) Ítòró yè Ùmó é – mă – é – kă ùdùà 

N Conj N AGR – Tns – AGR – V Obj 
Ítòró and Ùmó AGR – Tns – AGR – kă ùdùà 
‘Ítòró and Ùmó went to the market’. 

This implies that the second vowel after the vowel of the tense marker is an AGR marker. This looks plausible 
on the face of it but cannot be used to account for a sentence with first person singular as in 5 below. 
 
(5) Àmì m – mă – ñ – kă ùdùà 

1Sg AGR – Tns – AGR – V Obj 
Àmì AGR – Tns – AGR – kă ùdùà 
 ‘1 went to the market’.  

This though not entirely ungrammatical is merely a dialectal variation    spoken mostly by Itu and Uruan 
people who have strong Efik influence. This may have informed the re-analysis of the non-proximate past 
tense marker from mă– in Essien  (1983) to màá– in Essien (1990) and Essien (1991). The above example in 
standard Ibibio therefore would be 
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(6)  Àmì m – màá – kă ùdùà 
 Subj AGR – Tns – V Obj 
 Àmì AGR – Tns – kă ùdùà 
 ‘I went to the Market’.  
The non-proximate past tense marker màá– is used to indicate the following types of sentences, which Essien 
(1983:330) refers to as type I sentence. 
(a) Simple declarative (positive) sentences 
(b) Non-emphatic/non-focus sentences  
(c) Modally unmarked sentences 
(d) Simple Y/N questions 
Let us consider some examples 
(7)  Údúák à – màá – kă úfókñwèd 
 Subj AGR – Tns – AGR – V Obj  
 Údúák AGR – Tns – kă úfókñwèd 
 ‘Uduak went to school’ 
 
(8) Ùkèmé á – màá – dáiyá ídáp 

Subj AGR – Tns – AGR – V Obj 
Ùkèmé AGR – Tns – dáiyá ídáp 
‘Ukeme slept’ 

 
(9) Èmèm á – màá – t٨k ìwá 
 Subj AGR – Tns – AGR – V Obj  
 Èmèm AGr – Tns – t٨k ìwá 
 ‘Emem grated cassava’ 
 
(10) Ànìékàn á – màá – dìòòñó Ĕtìm 
 Subj AGR – Tns – AGR – V Obj 
 Ànìékàn AGR – Tns – dìòòñó Ĕtìm 
 ‘Aniekan knew Etim’ 
The examples in 7–10 above as well as the tree diagram in figure 1 can be used to explain the occurrence of 
màá– in sentence types a–d above. From the diagram in figure 1 below, it is only the past tense marker that is 
constant as it is used to mark sentence types a-d above. Other categories vary depending on the noun of the 
subject NP and object NP, the verb, as well as person and number. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FIG. 1: Tree diagram showing AGR and Tns 

S 

NP 

N 
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AGR Tns    V NP 
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m 
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The past tense marker mé– 
The past tense marker depends on the proximity between the action, event or state of affairs and the moment 
of speech. This means that proximity is important in the determination of the tense marker of both the past 
and future in type I sentences. If the situation is further away from the TL, then màá– is used to mark the tense 
for non-proximate as discussed in 2.1. However, if the situation is located closer to the TL, then we have the 
proximate or immediate past tense marker mè–. 
The proximate past tense marker mè– is used for the following types of sentences 

a. Simple declarative (positive) sentences 
b. Modally unmarked sentences 
c. Sentences with stative verbs 
d. Asking and answering simple Y/N questions 

The sentence in example 11 below can be used to account for sentence types (a–c) above. 
 
(11) Àmì m – mé – dìòòñó Ùdèmé 
 Subj AGR – Tns – V   Obj 
 Àmì AGR – Tns – dìòòñó Ùdèmé  
 ‘I know Udeme’.  
From the above example, it can be observed that even though the act of knowing Udèmé is reported in the 
Now, the actual knowing of Udèmé did not just happen NOW. That is, not simultaneous with the moment of 
speech but is a situation that had happened before the moment of speech (immediate past).  
The sentence may or may not possess an overt object (predicate) NP, because objects of some verbs can be 
deleted contextually (cf. Ndimele and Oliviera 2002). With the deletion of either the subject NP or the object 
NP, the sentence in 11 is realized as 12, 13 and 14 respectively below: 
 
(12) Null Subj m – mè – dìòòñò Ùdèmé 
 
(13) Àmì m – mé – dìòòñó Null Obj 
 
(14) Null Subj m – mé – diòòñò Null Obj 
The proximate past tense marker mé– as stated above can be used to ask as well as to answer Y/N questions 
as the following examples show: 
 
(15) Àfò à – mé – dìòòñó Ùdèmé? 
 2/Sg AGR – Tns – – V Obj 
 Àfò AGR – Tns – dìòòñó Ùdèmé? 
 ‘Do you know Udeme?’ 
The answer to the question in 15 above would be as in 11 above repeated below as 16.  
 
(16) Àmì m – mé – dìòòñó Ùdèmé  

Subj AGR – Tns – AGR – V Obj 
Àmì AGR – Tns – dìòòñó Ùdèmé 
‘I know Udeme’ 

Sentences with the first and second persons singular and plural choose mé– as their proximate past tense 
marker. However, the third person singular and plural pronouns do not choose mé– at all as their proximate 
past tense marker as the ungrammaticality of the following constructions show:  
 
(17) *Ènyé á – mé – dìòòñò Ùdèmé 

3/Sg AGR – Tns – V  Obj 
*Ènyé AGR – Tns – dìòòñò Ùdèmé 
‘*S/he knows Udeme’ 

 
(18) *Ômmô é – mé – dìòòñó Ùdèmé 

3/Pl  AGR – Tns – V Obj 
*Ômmô AGR – Tns – dìòòñó Ùdèmé  
‘* They know Udeme’. 
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From the discussion above, mé– is clearly an immediate past tense marker. The situation of knowing in 
example 15 and 16 above is seen to be located immediately before the TL and not simultaneous to it and as 
such is clearly in the immediate past. 
 
The Past Tense Marker ké– 
The past tense allomorph ké– like the màá– allomorph discussed above in section 2.1.1 is used to mark non-
proximate past. However, for whereas màá– is used to mark the non-proximate past tense in type I sentences, 
ké– is used to mark the non-proximate past in type II sentences. Still comparatively, whereas màá– is used in 
simple declarative/positive sentences, non-emphatic/non-focus sentences, modally unmarked sentences as 
well as in asking and answering simple Y/N questions, ké– on the other hand occurs in the following types of 
sentences: 
(a) Negative sentences  
(b) Emphatic sentences 
(c) Modally marked sentences 
(d) Asking and answering WH- questions 
(e) Sentences that contain inceptive or inchoative aspect 
(f) Sentences, which contrast certain elements of that particular sentence (cf. Essien 1983:331).  
The non-proximate past tense marker ké– harmonizes with the vowel of the AGR marker, which marks person 
and number and becomes obligatory “i” or “u”. 
Apart from the first person singular and the second person singular, the other persons whether singular or 
plural use “i” to mark person and copies the same “i" as the vowel of the non-proximate past tense marker in 
negative construction. Again, there is copying of the vowel of the prefix of AGR and that of the vowel of the 
non-proximate past tense marker. Unlike the case in other persons cited above, this one involves “u”. The 
changes (i.e copying of the vowels of the personal marker into that of the tense marker) are possible because 
they all use vowel prefixes in AGR position. However, this is different in the case of the first person singular 
which is always a nasal. Still the vowel of the tense marker changes to “i" in negative constructions in all 
persons except the second person singular.  
Let us consider some examples of negative constructions involving simple declarative sentences: 
(19) Àmì ñ – kí – tèm – mé ùdíá 
 1/Sg AGR – Tns – V – Neg Obj 
 Àmì AGR – Tns – tèm – mé ùdíá 
 ‘I did not cook yam’ 
 
(20) Àfò ú – kú – tèm – mé ùdíá 
 2/Sg AGR – Tns – V – Neg Obj 
 Àfò AGR – Tns – tèm – mé ùdíá 
 ‘You did not cook yam’ 
 
(21) Ènyé í – kí – tèm – mé ùdíá 
 3/Sg AGR – Tns – V – Neg Obj 
 Ènyé AGR – Tns – tèm – mé ùdíá  
 ‘S/he did not cook yam’ 
 
(22) Nnyìn í – kí – tèm – mé ùdíá 
 1/Pl AGR – Tns – V – Neg Obj 
 Nnyìn AGR – Tns – tèm – mé ùdíá  
 ‘We did not cook yam’ 
 
(23) Ndùfò í – kí – tèm – mé ùdíá 
 2/Pl AGR – Tns – V – Neg Obj 
 Ndùfò AGR – Tns – tèm – mé ùdíá 
  ‘You (Pl) did not cook yam’ 
 
(24) Ômmô í – kí – tèm-mé ùdíá 
 3/Pl AGR – Tns – V – Neg Obj 
 Ômmô AGR – Tns – tèm-mé ùdíá  
 ‘They did not cook yam’  
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The non-proximate past tense marker ké–, which occurs in negative sentences, does not seem to discriminate 
the types of verbs with which it occurs. That is, this marker can occur in sentences with stative or non–stative 
(active) verbs. The non-proximate past tense marker ké– can also be seen to mark emphasis in declarative 
sentences as the following examples show: 
 (25) Èkpémá á – ké – kà ùdùà 

Subj AGR – Tns [+ Emph] – V Obj 
Èkpémá AGR – Tns – kà ùdùà 
‘Èkpémá went to the market’. 

This sentence emphasizes market. That is, Èkpémá went to the market and not any other place. This emphatic 
expression can equally be negated. When this happens, emphasis is still expressed though in the negative while 
the pattern of negation follows what has been discussed above. The past tense marker ké–, which is also used 
with modally marked sentences, can be seen in the following sentences: 
(26) Òfíóñ ákpénà á – ké – ká útóm 

Subj Mod AGR – Tns – V Obj 
Òfíóñ ákpénà AGR – Tns – ká útóm 
‘Òfíóñ should have gone to work’. 

The modal marker can be moved to the front position. That is, from the pre-verbal position to the pre–nominal 
position, which produces sentence (26) though the meaning still remains the same. 
(27) Ákpénà Òfíóñ á – ké – ká útóm 

Mod Subj AGR – Tns – V Obj 
Ákpénà Òfíóñ AGR – Tns – ká útóm 
‘Òfíóñ should have gone to work’. 

The occurrence of the modal marker with the non-proximate past tense marker is restrictive in nature. That is, 
not all the modal markers can co-occur with ké–. From the examples in 25 and 26 above, the modal marker 
ákpénà is seen to co-occur with ké–. Other modal markers that can possibly co-occur with ké– are ákpédò, 
kpá–, and kpé– as the following examples show: 
(28) Únyímè ákpédò á – ké – dì úfokñwèd á – kpá – ké – boìyó údómó 

Subj AGR – Tns – AGR – V Obj Subj AGR – Tns – AGR – V Obj 
Únyímè ákpédò AGR – Tns – dì úfokñwèd AGR – kpá – Tns – boìyó údómó 
‘If Únyímè were to be serious with her studies, she would have passed her exam’. 
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FIG. 2: Tree diagram showing the co-occurrence of modal marker with non-proximate past tense 
marker. 

 
For interrogative sentences, which utilize WH- marker, the non-proximate past tense marker ké- is used. This 
can be seen in the following example: 
(29) Ànìé ówò á – ké – táñ íkó ódò? 

WH AGR – Tns – AGR – V Obj 
Ànìé ówò AGR – Tns – táñ íkó ódò? 
‘Who made the speech?’ 

Other WH- markers, which can be used with ké- and the instances of their usage, include the following: 
 
 
 

     N  

 

NP 

V
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N Mod Tns AGR     V    S 
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N AGR Mod Tns    V NP 
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(30) Èkpémá à – ké – nám nsŏ? 
Subj AGR – Tns – AGR – V Obj 
Èkpémá AGR – Tns – nám nsŏ? 
‘Èkpémá what did you do?’ 

 
(31) Ímáóbóóñ à – ké – kă úké? 

Subj AGR – Tns – AGR – V Obj 
Ímáóbóóñ AGR – Tns – kă úké? 
‘Ímáóbóóñ where did you go to?’ 

 
(32) Ènéfìòk à – ké – dùó díé? 

Subj AGR – Tns – AGR – V Obj 
Ènéfìòk AGR – Tns – dùó díé? 
‘Ènéfìòk how did you fall?’ 

The role of tone should be emphasized here. The proximity of ké- as a past tense marker depends on the person 
being interrogated as well as the tone. In the expressions in 33 and 34 below, both the WH- question and the 
answer to it are clearly in the non-proximate state. 
 
(33) Ànìé ówò á – ké – míá Ùmàná? (Question) 

WH AGR – Tns – AGR – V Obj 
Ànìé ówò AGR – Tns – míá Ùmàná? (Question) 
‘Who was the person that beat Ùmàná?’ 

 
(34) Ětùk á – ké – míá Ùmàná (Answer) 

Subj AGR – Tns – AGR – V Obj 
Ětùk AGR – Tns – míá Ùmàná (Answer) 
‘Ětùk was the one who beat Ùmàná’ 

However, in some WH- expressions as in 35-36 below, involving the use of the past tense marker ké-, the 
proximately status changes from non-proximate past to proximate past. 
 
(35) Èkpémá á – ké – nám nsŏ? 

Subj AGR – Tns – AGR – V Obj 
Èkpémá AGR – Tns – ké-nám nsŏ? 
‘What did Èkpémá do?’ 

 
(36) Ímáóbóón á – ké – kă úke? 

Subj AGR – Tns – AGR – V Obj 
Ímáóbóón AGR – Tns – kă úke? 
‘Where did Ímáóbóóñ go to?’ 

 
(37) Ènéfìòk á – ké – dùó díé? 

Subj AGR – Tns – AGR – V Obj 
Ènéfìòk AGR – Tns – dùó díé? 
‘How did Ènéfìòk fall?’ 

From the above examples 29–31 and 34–36, it can be observed that the speaker questions two different persons 
in the two instances. In 29–31, the speaker questions the performer of the different actions. But in 34–36, the 
speaker questions some other person about the actions of the performer. Obviously, the actions in 29-31 are 
nearer to the TL than those in 34-36. If this is so, then it appears that, Ibibio has one ké- allomorph to mark 
non-proximate past tense and another ké– to mark proximate past tense in different instances of WH– 
expressions. 
 
CONCLUSION 
Tense on its parts is an important part of Ibibio grammar. It expresses distinctions in time references and makes 
distinction to indicate localization of the event in temporal distinction. It has morphemes to mark the three 
tenses. The past tense makes a distinction between the proximate and the non-proximate oppositions. The 
proximate past tense is marked by mé- while the non-proximate past tense is marked by both màá- and ké- 
depending on the distance away from the moment of speaking and the co-occurrence with other elements.  The 
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non-proximate past tense places the time of a situation as being distant from the moment of speaking. This is 
equivalent to the distinction of distant and/or remote past in some languages or what some analysts refer to as 
indefinite past tense. The proximate past tense on its part, places the time of an action near the moment of 
speaking or immediately before it. 
The distinction between the non-proximate past tense marker ké- and the non-proximate future tense marker 
díì- is not noticeable in negative sentences because distance distinction is neutralized in negation. 
Tense, which is a grammatical time reference, has hitherto been analyzed as being tripartite in the Ibibio 
language with distinctions in past, present and future. The grammaticalization of tense in Ibibio is through the 
morphological process of affixation. The past tense in Ibibio language is marked by màá-, ké- and mé-. The 
present tense is marked by the zero morpheme θ and mé-.  
 
Abbreviation 
Adv  - Adverb 
AGR  - Agreement 
Cop V  - Copular Verb 
Fut  - Future tense 
Mod  - Modal 
MS  - Moment of Speaking 
Neg  - Negation 
Obj  - Object 
P  - Preposition 
Pl  - Plural 
Prox  - Proximate 
Sg  - Singular 
Subj  - Subject 
TL  - Tense Locus 
V  - Verb 
WH  - WH question marker 
Y/N  - Yes/No question  
Quant  - Quantifier 
1  - First person 
2  - Second person 
3   - Third person 
θ  - Zero present tense morpheme 
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